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6

Abstract7

Social networking sites are the virtual community for sharing information among the people.8

It raises its popularity tremendously over the past few years. Many social networking sites like9

Twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp, Instragram, LinkedIn generates tremendous amount data.10

Mining such huge amount of data can be very useful. Frequent itemset mining plays a11

significant role to extract knowledge from the dataset. Traditional frequent itemsets method is12

ineffective to process this exponential growth of data almost terabytes on a single computer.13

Map Reduce framework is a programming model that has emerged for mining such huge14

amount of data in parallel fashion. In this paper we have discussed how different MapReduce15

techniques can be used for mining frequent itemsets and compared each other?s to infer greater16

scalability and speed in order to find out the meaningful information from large datasets.17

18

Index terms— social networks, frequent itemsets mining, apriori algorithm, mapreduce framework, eclat19
algorithm.20

1 I. Introduction21

ocial network is a virtual network that allows peoples to create a public profile into under a domain so that22
peoples can communicate with each other’s within that network. It has obtained remarkable attention in the last23
few years. Many social networking sites such as Twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp, Instragram, LinkedIn, Google+24
through the internet are frequently used by the people. People can share information, news and many others25
through these social networks. Facebook is the most popular social sites which had more than 1.59 billion people26
in as of their last quarter ??11]. Other sites like Instagram had 400 million peoples in September 2015, Twitter27
had 320 million peoples in March 2016, Google+ had 300 million peoples in October 2013, and LinkedIn had28
100 million peoples in October 2015 ??11]. Analysis can be process in Database) which is process of finding29
information from database and extracted knowledge can be used for making effective business decision [12].30
Frequent itemsets mining is a popular method to extract the frequent itemset over a dataset. It also plays31
an important role in mining associations, correlation, sequential patterns, causality, episodes, multidimensional32
patterns, max patterns, partial periodicity, emerging patterns and many other significant data mining tasks [2].33

2 II. Research Background34

Social networks generates huge amount of data possibly terabytes or more. These multidimensional data often35
referred to as Big data. So it is not efficient technique for mining such Big data on a single machine because of its36
limited memory space, RAM speed, and Processor capacity. So researchers have emphasized on parallelization for37
mining such data set to improve the mining performance. But there are several issues related with parallelization38
such as load balancing, partition the data, distribution of data, Job assignment, and data monitoring that need39
to solve. MapReduce framework has been introduced to solve this problem effectively. Cloud computing provides40
unlimited cheap storage and computing power so that it provides a platform for the storage and mining mass41
data [1].42
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7 D) ECLAT ALGORITHM

MapReduce Framework S performed over such Big data which plays a significant role to improve the43
productivity of different companies in both public and private sector. Storing huge amount of data won’t have44
any value without KDD (Knowledge Hadoop MapReduce is a software framework for easily writing applications45
which process vast amounts of data (multi-terabyte data-sets) in-parallel on large clusters (thousands of nodes)46
of commodity hardware in a reliable, fault-tolerant manner ??13].47

Hadoop is open software that built on Hadoop Distributed File Systems (HDFS). MapReduce framework and48
HDFS are running on the same node.49

3 Hadoop MapReduce Framework50

In MapReduce, a large dataset is broken into multiple blocks. Each block is stored on distinct nodes to form51
cluster. In Figure 2, dataset is partitioned into three blocks. Multiple maps (here three maps) are running52
simultaneously on different parts called split .One maps for each blocks. A local disk is used to store the output53
of the each map. A local disk has multiple partitions where output of maps is stored in all partitions. One54
partition corresponds to each reducer in the framework. Then one partition of each local disk is copied into each55
reducer. Here output maps are stored into three local disks. Each disk has two partitions. Partitions of the local56
disk are copied into two reducers.57

4 III. Preliminaries a) Problem Definition58

Let D be a database that contains N transactions. Assume that we have S number of nodes. Database D with N59
transactions is divided into P equal sized blocks {D 1 , D 2 , D 3??, D P } automatically and assign each of the60
block D i to the nodes. Each of the nodes contains N/P transactions. Consider an itemset I in the database D.61
Then I.supportCount indicates the global support-Count of I in D. We can call I is globally frequent if it satisfy62
the following conditions supportCount ? s × N where s is the given minimum support threshold.63

5 b) Data Layout64

Consider an itemset I = {I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 , I 5 } and D be database with 5 transactions {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t65
4 , t 5 }. Data Layout can be Horizontal Layout or Vertical Layout. Horizontally formatted data can be easily66
converted to Vertical format by scanning the database once. Following figures shows how Horizontal or Vertical67
can be represented of the above itemset and database transactions.68

These two different formats have the different way of counting the support of the itemset. In horizontal data69
format, whole database needs to scan k times to determine the support of itemset. For example, if we want to70
count the support of the itemset I = {I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 , I 5 } then we need to scan the all transactions from t71
1 to t 5 . After scanning then we get the support for the item I 1 = 4, I 2 = 2, I 3 = 3, I 4 = 3, I 5 = 4. In the72
similar way, if want to find the support of the 2-itemset for example (I 1 , I 5 ) then again we need to scan the73
database and get support (I 1 , I 5 ) is 3. But if we consider the vertical format then it needs only intersection74
of the TID list of itemset to get the support of the itemset. For example, If we want to get the support of both75
I 1 , I 5 then we have to perform the intersection operation of { t 1, t 2, t 3, t 4 } with {t 2, t 3, t 4, t 5 } and76
get output of { t 2, t 3, t 4 }. So support (I 1 , I 5 ) is 3. So vertical data format reduces the number of times77
to scan the database very effectively.78

6 c) Apriori Algorithm79

Apriori algorithm is used for frequent itemsets mining and association rule learning over transactional databases80
??16]. It was proposed by R. Agrawal and Srikant in 1994. Apriori uses a Breadth-first search approach81
where frequent subsets are extended one MapReduce framework was proposed by Google in 2014. It is used for82
processing a large amount of data in parallel manner. It hides the problems like parallelization, fault tolerance,83
data distribution, and load Scan the database again for counting the frequency of candidate 2-itemset, compare84
candidate support count with minimum support and determine the 2-frequent itemset. In the similar way we85
can determine the frequent k-itemset and generates candidate k+1 itemsets by applying support and threshold86
conditions. Apriori algorithm is two-step process one is join and another is prune. Candidate k-itemset is87
generated by joining the k-1 frequent itemset. And monotonic property is exploited to prune the candidates88
which are infrequent [5]. This process continues until the candidate itemset is not NULL. Limitations of Apriori89
algorithm are finding the each frequent itemset requires one full scan of the database and candidate generation90
generates large number subsets.91

7 d) Eclat Algorithm92

Eclat algorithm was proposed by ZAKI in 2000 for finding frequent itemset. Eclat uses vertical formatted data93
rather than horizontal layout. As a result no need to scan the database to find the support of (k+1) itemsets,94
for k>=1 which achieves a good performance. Eclat is based on depth-first search to traverse the prefix tree.95
Eclat algorithm is very much similar with Apriori algorithm. Similar to Apriori frequent 1-itemset is generated96
by scanning the database D. Candidate 2-itemset are generated from frequent 1-itemset. Frequent 2-freqeunt97
itemset are generated from candidate 2-itemset by clipping the infrequent itemsets. This process continues until98
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candidate itemset is not NULL. Different thing of Eclat from Apriori is that Eclat algorithm partition the search99
space and creates multiple non overlapping sub spaces. Monotonic property states that if an itemset or path100
in the tree is infrequent then all of its sub-trees are infrequent and same are pruned; only frequent itemsets are101
considered as prefix which gets added in a tree [5].Same prefix type’s itemsets are categorized to the same class102
and candidate itemsets can be conducted only in the same class. Equivalence classes improve the efficiency of103
collecting candidate itemsets and also minimize the occupation of storage space. Eclat algorithm has the following104
limitations 1) Generation of candidate itemset is more than of Apriori because prior knowledge may not enough105
to clip the candidate itemsets. 2) If the itemset is much long then a great deal of time is needed to determine106
whether two itemset can be joined or not. 3) For the itemset of larger transactions, calculation of intersection is107
not much efficient. Although Eclat has some limitations but it has high efficiency and very effective.108

8 IV. Different Mapreduce Technique for109

Finding Frequent Itemsets a) PAriori algorithm Parallel implementation of Apriori algorithm is very easy to110
implement in Map Reduce framework [23]. The whole database is partitioned into subparts and subparts are111
assigned into different node. As a result parallel counting of each node is possible. Combiner calculate locally112
intermediate sum of the data to reduce the data size and transformed over the network. Hash tables are used113
to check the data items that satisfy minimum support. These frequent itemset are stored in hash table and114
assigned to all the working processes. After that reducer finds the global frequent itemsets from the local itemset.115
These global frequent itemset at step i are inputted to the mapper for the next step i+1 and repeat the same116
procedure. Before inputted to the mapper, candidate itemset are generated from the global itemset and apply117
prune technique on the candidate itemset to reduce its size. Following figure shows the parallel implementation118
of Apriori algorithm for finding the frequent itemsets.119

9 Parallel implementation of Apriori algorithm b) MRApriori120

algorithm121

Parallel implementation algorithm provides good scalability but repeated scanning of the whole database is still122
needed. MRAriori improves over the PAriori is that it needs only one full scan of the database. It scans only123
the intermediate data repeatedly that generally reduces per iteration. ??ingh (2014) proposed the MapReduce124
Apriori algorithm for finding the frequent itemsets [24]. Two main parts of Apriori algorithm. One is generating125
candidate itemsets and another is generating frequent itemsets from candidate itemsets. MRApriori algorithm is126
based on HDFS. HDFS divides the entire database into blocks and blocks are assigned to the different mappers127
running on multiple nodes. The input to the mappers is the (key, value) pairs where key is the transactional ID128
and value is the list of items. Output of the mappers is also (key’, value’) pairs where key’ is the item in the129
transaction and value’ is (value”)) pairs and passes to the reducers. Reducers takes the pairs as inputs, sum up130
the values of respective keys and outputs the pairs (key’, value”’) pairs where key’ is item and value”’as support131
count must satisfy the minimum support threshold. By merging the the outputs from all reducers frequent 1-132
itemset can be generated. If we find the frequent 2-itemsets then at first candidate 2-itemsets will be generated133
and then we have to find out frequent 2-itemsets from the candidate itemsets. To find the frequent k-itemsets,134
frequent 1itemsets are inputted to the mapper and mapper generated candidate k-itemsets. A candidate itemsets135
is selected as key and value is 1 if mapper finds that item in the transaction list which is assigned to the mapper.136

All the remaining procedures are same.137

10 d) Balanced FP-Growth138

Balanced FP-growth consists of two rounds of Map Reduce [22]. In Balanced FP-Growth, two major139
improvements are done over the Parallel FP-Growth. One is balanced partition of the database D to improve the140
parallelization and other is no aggregating operation is needed for finding frequent itemsets. Balanced FP-Growth141
consists of the following steps:142

11 e) Dist-Eclat143

In general, we partition the large database into equal sized sub database. Then mining the sub databases144
separately and combined them to obtain local frequent item sets. Finally all local frequent item sets are145
combined and use prune method to obtain global frequent item sets. As a result this approach comes with146
large communication cost and is prohibitive to implement in Hadoop. For effective mining and overcome this147
situation Distributed version of Eclat (Dist-Eclat) partition the search space rather than data space [20]. Dist-148
Eclat use depth first search approach for finding frequent item sets. As a result we need to store only limited149
number candidate item sets in memory. Dist-Eclat works in the following three steps: Finding the frequent item150
sets: At first vertical database is equally partitioned to create the sub database called shards and assigned them151
to the mappers. Mappers find the local frequent item sets from the shards. Combined all local frequent item sets152
which is done input of the reduce phase. K-FIs Generation: This step generates k th frequent itemsets. Each153
mapper is assigned the combined form of local frequent item sets. Then mapper finds the kth sized superset of154
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13 BIGFIM PROCEDURE G) CLUSTBIGFIM

the items using Eclat method. Finally a reducer assigns the frequent itemsets to the individual mappers. Subtree155
mining: Eclat algorithm is used for mining the prefix tree from the assigned subsets.156

12 f) BigFIM157

There are some limitations associated with Dist-Eclat method. Firstly in Dist-Eclat, mapper needs the whole158
datasets to generate FIs. As a result large number tid-list may not fit in the memory. Secondly, mapper needs159
the complete dataset for mining the sub tree which is prohibitive in this Dist-Eclat. To overcome this limitation,160
BigFIM method can be used [20]. It is combination of both Apriori and Eclat algorithm for mining the large161
dataset. BigFIM consists of the following steps: Generating k-FIs: BigFIM overcomes the difficulties arises for162
large tid list by constructing k-FIs using Apriori algorithm. At first database is partitioned into sub parts and163
each mapper receives sub part of the database. Mapper use Apriori algorithm to find out the local frequent item164
set. These local frequent item set inputted to the reduce function. Reducer combines all local frequent item set,165
pruned the item set and find out the global frequent item set. This global frequent item set are redistributed166
to all mappers as a candidate item set for the next step. This process is repeated to k times to find the k+1167
FIs Finding Potential Extensions: This step obtains tid-lists for (k+1)-FIs. Local tid-list are collected from all168
mappers by the reducer and combines them for generating global tid-list. And assign the computed global tid-list169
as a complete prefix groups to the mappers. SubtreeMining: Here, mapper performed on individual prefix groups.170
Eclat algorithm is applied to mine the prefix groups as conditional database that fits into a memory for frequent171
item set.172

13 BigFIM Procedure g) ClustBigFIM173

ClustBigFIM provides the hybrid approach which is the combination of parallel k-means, Apriori, and Eclat174
algorithm [5]. It gives an approximate result that is very much close to original result with faster speed.175
ClustBigFIM has the following four steps for finding frequent itemsets from large datasets.176

At first clusters are generated using parallel kmeans algorithm based on Compute_Dist function and combiner177
function.178

Apriori algorithm is used for mining generated clusters in step 1.Mapper find the local support and Reducer179
calculate the global supports.Upto certain length k, Apriori used to find frequent k-length itemsets. But for180
higher length k+1, use pruning technique on the candidate itemsets to generate frequent itemsets.181

From the generated prefixes, built a prefix tree and obtain tid_lists for k+1 frequent itemsets .Mappers182
computes the local tid_lists and reducer compute the single global tid_lists.183

Prefix groups are assigned to the mappers which is the conditional database that fits completely into the184
memory. Subtrees are mined independently by 1

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :
185
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Figure 2: Figure 2 :
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Figure 3: Figure 3 :
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Figure 6: Figure 5 :
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1

MapReduce Technique Speedup Scalability Execution Time
PAriori Low High More
MRApriori High High More
Parallel Growth FP-High High More

Balanced FP-Growth High High Less
Dist-Eclat High Low Less
BigFIM Low High Less
ClustBigFIM High High Less

Figure 10: Table 1 :
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